Abstract -In this paper a session based symmetric key encryption system has been proposed and is termed as Permutated Cipher Technique (PCT). This technique is more fast, suitable and secure for larger files. In this technique the input file is broken down into blocks of various sizes (of 2^n order) and encrypted by shifting the position of each bit by a certain value for a certain number of times. A key is generated randomly wherein the length of each block is determined. Each block length generates a unique value of "number of bits to be skipped". This value determines the new position of the bits within the block that are to be shifted. After the shifting and inverting each block is XOR'ed with SHA-512 digest of the key. The resultant blocks from the cipher text. The key is generated according to the binary value of the input file size.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the age of science and technology everybody is using internet in almost every discipline of their daily life. Internet has made our communication faster and easier. Hence, maintaining the security of essential information is of utmost importance. Therefore many researchers are working in the field of encrypting the data transacted through internet. Encryption process converts the transacted data into cipher text which is otherwise illegible without the proper decrypting technique. Many algorithms based on various mathematical models are available, but each of them has their own share of merits and demerits. No single algorithm is perfect. As a result, continual researches are being made in the field of cryptography to enhance the security even further.
In this paper a new technique has been proposed, where the source message is considered as a stream of binary bits whose positions are shifted [1] to create the encrypted message. The key is generated in a unique random manner [2, 3] (cryptographically strong pseudo-random number generator RFC 1750) and all the variables involved are calculated on the basis of the random generated sequence of the numbers within the key. Section II of the paper discusses about the proposed scheme with block diagrams. Section III discussed about the key generation, the encryption and decryption procedure, section IV shows the results on different files and comparison of the proposed technique with TDES [4] and AES [5] , section V & VI deals with conclusions & future scope respectively.
II.
THE SCHEME
The PCT algorithm consists of three major divisions:
Total length of the input file is calculated and the corresponding binary representation of the above value is stored in an array. 2. Two index values of the array (mH, mL) are selected randomly. 3. The value of the content of mH cell be decreased by a certain number "x" and "x" is multiplied to 2 (mH-mL) and added to the contents of mL cell. The steps are repeated for random number of times. 4. The index values are written into another array, repeating them the number of times of their cell value. 5. The contents of this new array are swapped for random number of times. Encryption Algorithm:
1. A block size is read from key. If block size is sufficed from available byte input stream then proceed, else required padding be added to achieve block size.
2. Odd bits are flipped. 3. Now Consider bits only in even positions, let i denote the even position containing a bit.
For each even bit:
• ith position bit from encrypted block is extracted • The bit is set to the correct position. The bit is set using the bitwise OR | operator.
• i is increased by number of bits to skip (NBSk). 4. Finally after the entire block in encrypted, we XOR with SHA-512 [6] digest of the key. Then for each even bit:
• ith position bit from encrypted block is extracted • The bit is set to the correct position. The bit is set using the bitwise OR | operator. Table I & Table II shows the encryption and decryption time against increasing size of files for Triple-DES 168bit, AES 128bit and the proposed PCT techniques. For most of the file size and file types the proposed PCT takes less time to encrypt/decrypt compared to T-DES and nearly same time for decryption compared to AES technique. From table it's seen that as the file size increases the proposed PCT performs much better than Triple-DES and its performance matches the AES technique. For even larger file, of size greater than 1GB the proposed PCT technique can even outperform AES. Fig. 1and 2 shows the graphical representation of the same in logarithmic scale. Avalanche, Strict Avalanche effects and Bt Independence criterion are measured using statistical analysis of data. The bit changes among encrypted bytes for a single bit change in the original message sequence for the entire or a relative large number of bytes. The Standard Deviation from the expected values is calculated. We subtract the ratio of calculated standard deviation with expected value from 1.0 to get the Avalanche and Strict Avalanche achieve effect on a 0.0 -1.0 scale. The closer the value is to 1.0, we achieve better Avalanche, Strict Avalanche effects and Bit Independence criterion. We take into consideration up to 5 significant digits to the right of the decimal point for more accurate interpretation. For better visual interpretation from the graphs the y-axis scale for Avalanche and Strict Avalanche effects are from 0.9 to 1.0 Table III, Table IV and Table V shows the Avalanche, Strict Avalanche and Bit Independence respectively. Fig. 3, 4 and 5 shows the graphical representation of the same. 
IV-I. ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION TIME

IV-III. ANALYSIS OF CHARACTER FREQUENCIES
Distribution of character frequencies are analyzed for text file for T-DES, AES and the proposed PCT algorithms. Fig. 9 shows the pictorial representation of distribution of character frequencies for different techniques. Fig. 6(a) shows the distribution of characters in the source file 'redist.txt' (size1395473bytes). Fig. 6(b) , 6(c) shows the distribution of characters in encrypted files for T-DES and AES respectively. Fig. 6(d) gives the distribution of characters in encrypted file using PCT. All the standard techniques and the proposed PCT technique show a distributed spectrum of characters. From this observation it may be conclude that the proposed technique may obtain good security. Fig. 6(a) . Distribution of characters in source file 
IV-IV. TESTS FOR NON-HOMOGENEITY
The well accepted parametric test has been performed to test the non-homogeneity between source and encrypted files. The large Chi-Square values may confirm the heterogeneity of the source and the encrypted files. The Chi-Square test has been performed using source file and encrypted files for PCT technique and existing TDES and PCT techniques. Table VI shows the values of Chi-Square for different file sizes,.
From Table VI we may conclude that chi-square values depend on the file types as well as file sizes. Text files generally show a large value for chi square. In all cases the chi-square values of the proposed technique is at par with the values from the standard TDES and AES encryptions. The graphical representation of chi-square values are given in Fig.  7 on a logarithmic scale. 
V. CONCLUSION
The PCT Algorithm has been developed keeping "randomness" and "unpredictability" in mind. It essentially works on session key concepts, with a Key and a virtual second key, derived from the main key. Standard language based secure random number generating functions (RFC 1750) (for ex : class SecureRandom() [1] in java library ) are based on a certain specific algorithm and formula available for anyone to understand through the open source communitythat guarantees generation of unpredictable random numbers giving an extra edge in security for key generation. Still, the PCT algorithm does not totally depend on the random numbers and incorporates a unique key generation algorithm which is partially independent of standard sequence of random -random numbers.
The proposed technique presented in this paper is simple, easy to implement. The key space increases with increase in file size. The major necessities of a good block cipher viz. Avalanche, Strict Avalanche effects and Bit Independence criterion is satisfied and is comparable with industry standards Triple-DES and AES algorithms. The shifting of bits itself gives a high degree of diffusion, and the final XOR with SHA-512 digest of the key gives desired confusion levels.. Performance improves drastically for larger files and is at par or better than AES encryption for very large files and is significantly better than TDES algorithms.
VI. FUTURE SCOPE
A lot of experiments can be done from the basic shifting of bits, assigning values to MaxIter with corresponding block lengths. For example we may flip even bits and shift odd bits or shift both even and odd bits, one to right and other to left. An increase in the number of iterations, will increase the security and give better results in terms of Avalanche, Strict Avalanche and Bit Independence criteria's, at the cost of increased encryption time. A correct balance between security and time complexity should be the goal.
